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robert fagles ˈ f eɪ ɡ əl z september 11 1933 march 26 2008 was an american translator poet
and academic he was best known for his many translations of ancient greek and roman
classics especially his acclaimed translations of the epic poems of homer princeton
university mourns the loss of robert fagles a renowned scholar and translator of homer virgil
and other classical authors he received many awards and honors for his poetic and faithful
renditions of the original texts robert fagles was born in philadelphia on sept 11 1933 his
father a lawyer died when mr fagles was 14 an event that he later said made him
particularly susceptible to the persistent father four decades after lattimore robert fagles s
1990 translation took the field establishing itself as the preëminent english translation
fagles uses a loose five beat line it can be a bit too robert fagles a professor emeritus at
princeton university whose bold flowing translations of homer and virgil made him an
esteemed and best selling classical scholar has died he was 74 the great epic of western
literature translated by the acclaimed classicist robert faglesa penguin classic robert fagles
winner of the pen ralph manheim medal for translation and a 1996 academy award in
literature from the american academy of arts and letters presents us with homer s best
loved and most accessible poem in a stunning modern verse translation robert fagles is a
classicist and translator of ancient epics such as the iliad the odyssey and virgil s aeneid he
received the national humanities medal in 2006 for his contributions to the humanities and
his faithful and contemporary translations robert siegel host he translated three of the
greatest and longest poems in all literature the iliad the odyssey and the the aeneid fagles
died wednesday at the age of 74 the manuscripts division is pleased to announce the recent
donation of the papers of professor robert fagles 1933 2008 a distinguished scholar teacher
and poet best known for his acclaimed translations of ancient greek and latin classics the
papers were the generous gift of his wife lynne fagles and were combined with his greek
drama robert fagles the renowned translator of homer virgil and other classics shares his
insights and experiences in this in depth interview he discusses his influences methods
challenges and rewards of bringing ancient poetry to life in modern english september 11
1933 died march 26 2008 genre translations poetry edit data robert fagles was an american
translator poet and academic he was best known for his many translations of ancient greek
and roman classics especially his acclaimed translations of the epic poems of homer he
taught english and comparative literature for many the great epic of western literature
translated by the acclaimed classicist robert fagles a penguin classic robert fagles winner of
the pen ralph manheim medal for translation and a 1996 academy award in literature from
the american academy of arts and letters presents us with homer s best loved and most
accessible poem in a stunning in the iliad robert fagles provided a modern 1990 ce
translation of one of the most well known greek epic poems the translation also includes an
introduction by bernard knox who provides a contextual discussion that is helpful for
readers new to the genre princeton weekly bulletin pays tribute to robert fagles the arthur
marks 19 professor of comparative literature emeritus who translated homer virgil and
other classics he was a renowned scholar teacher and administrator who received many
awards and honors the iliad hardcover october 1 1990 by homer author robert fagles
translator bernard knox introduction 4 5 681 ratings see all formats and editions dating to
the ninth century bc homer s timeless poem still vividly conveys the horror and heroism of
men and gods wrestling with towering emotions and battling amidst devastation robert
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fagles 1933 2008 was arthur w marks 19 professor of comparative literature emeritus at
princeton university he was the recipient of the 1997 pen ralph manheim medal for
translation and a 1996 award in literature from the american academy of arts and letters
robert fagles 1933 2008 was arthur w marks 19 professor of comparative literature
emeritus at princeton university he was the recipient of the 1997 pen ralph manheim medal
for translation and a 1996 award in literature from the american academy of arts and letters
an upload of the odyssey by homer translated by robert fagles penguin classics deluxe
edition isbn 978 0 14 026886 time and scene the royal house of thebes it is still night and
the invading armies of argos have just been driven from the city fighting on opposite sides
the sons of oedipus eteocles and polynices have killed each other in combat their uncle
creon is now king of thebes enter antigone slipping through the central doors of the palace
william shakespeare texts drama in english 1558 1625 translations drama in english 1558
1702 texts study and teaching secondary juvenile fiction historical drama english baboons
julius caesar
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robert fagles wikipedia May 18 2024 robert fagles ˈ f eɪ ɡ əl z september 11 1933 march
26 2008 was an american translator poet and academic he was best known for his many
translations of ancient greek and roman classics especially his acclaimed translations of the
epic poems of homer
robert fagles celebrated translator of ancient epics dies Apr 17 2024 princeton university
mourns the loss of robert fagles a renowned scholar and translator of homer virgil and other
classical authors he received many awards and honors for his poetic and faithful renditions
of the original texts
robert fagles translator of the classics dies at 74 Mar 16 2024 robert fagles was born in
philadelphia on sept 11 1933 his father a lawyer died when mr fagles was 14 an event that
he later said made him particularly susceptible to the persistent father
englishing the iliad grading four rival translations Feb 15 2024 four decades after
lattimore robert fagles s 1990 translation took the field establishing itself as the preëminent
english translation fagles uses a loose five beat line it can be a bit too
professor wrote popular translations of early poets los Jan 14 2024 robert fagles a professor
emeritus at princeton university whose bold flowing translations of homer and virgil made
him an esteemed and best selling classical scholar has died he was 74
the odyssey penguin classics deluxe edition google books Dec 13 2023 the great epic of
western literature translated by the acclaimed classicist robert faglesa penguin classic
robert fagles winner of the pen ralph manheim medal for translation and a 1996 academy
award in literature from the american academy of arts and letters presents us with homer s
best loved and most accessible poem in a stunning modern verse translation
robert fagles the national endowment for the humanities Nov 12 2023 robert fagles is
a classicist and translator of ancient epics such as the iliad the odyssey and virgil s aeneid
he received the national humanities medal in 2006 for his contributions to the humanities
and his faithful and contemporary translations
classics professor robert fagles 74 dies npr Oct 11 2023 robert siegel host he translated
three of the greatest and longest poems in all literature the iliad the odyssey and the the
aeneid fagles died wednesday at the age of 74
robert fagles and the art of translation pul manuscripts news Sep 10 2023 the manuscripts
division is pleased to announce the recent donation of the papers of professor robert fagles
1933 2008 a distinguished scholar teacher and poet best known for his acclaimed
translations of ancient greek and latin classics the papers were the generous gift of his wife
lynne fagles and were combined with his greek drama
paris review the art of translation no 2 Aug 09 2023 robert fagles the renowned
translator of homer virgil and other classics shares his insights and experiences in this in
depth interview he discusses his influences methods challenges and rewards of bringing
ancient poetry to life in modern english
robert fagles translator of the odyssey goodreads Jul 08 2023 september 11 1933 died
march 26 2008 genre translations poetry edit data robert fagles was an american translator
poet and academic he was best known for his many translations of ancient greek and roman
classics especially his acclaimed translations of the epic poems of homer he taught english
and comparative literature for many
the odyssey by homer 9780143039952 penguinrandomhouse com Jun 07 2023 the great
epic of western literature translated by the acclaimed classicist robert fagles a penguin
classic robert fagles winner of the pen ralph manheim medal for translation and a 1996
academy award in literature from the american academy of arts and letters presents us with
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homer s best loved and most accessible poem in a stunning
the iliad translated by robert fagles introduction and May 06 2023 in the iliad robert fagles
provided a modern 1990 ce translation of one of the most well known greek epic poems the
translation also includes an introduction by bernard knox who provides a contextual
discussion that is helpful for readers new to the genre
robert fagles celebrated translator of ancient epics dies Apr 05 2023 princeton weekly
bulletin pays tribute to robert fagles the arthur marks 19 professor of comparative literature
emeritus who translated homer virgil and other classics he was a renowned scholar teacher
and administrator who received many awards and honors
the iliad homer robert fagles bernard knox 9780670835102 Mar 04 2023 the iliad hardcover
october 1 1990 by homer author robert fagles translator bernard knox introduction 4 5 681
ratings see all formats and editions dating to the ninth century bc homer s timeless poem
still vividly conveys the horror and heroism of men and gods wrestling with towering
emotions and battling amidst devastation
amazon com the odyssey 9780140268867 homer robert fagles Feb 03 2023 robert fagles
1933 2008 was arthur w marks 19 professor of comparative literature emeritus at princeton
university he was the recipient of the 1997 pen ralph manheim medal for translation and a
1996 award in literature from the american academy of arts and letters
the odyssey penguin classics homer knox bernard fagles Jan 02 2023 robert fagles
1933 2008 was arthur w marks 19 professor of comparative literature emeritus at princeton
university he was the recipient of the 1997 pen ralph manheim medal for translation and a
1996 award in literature from the american academy of arts and letters
the odyssey homer free download borrow and streaming Dec 01 2022 an upload of the
odyssey by homer translated by robert fagles penguin classics deluxe edition isbn 978 0 14
026886
antigone ca 441 b c e by sophocles city state of athens Oct 31 2022 time and scene the
royal house of thebes it is still night and the invading armies of argos have just been driven
from the city fighting on opposite sides the sons of oedipus eteocles and polynices have
killed each other in combat their uncle creon is now king of thebes enter antigone slipping
through the central doors of the palace
macbeth what should i read next Sep 29 2022 william shakespeare texts drama in
english 1558 1625 translations drama in english 1558 1702 texts study and teaching
secondary juvenile fiction historical drama english baboons julius caesar
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